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He is a great man who has a great
plan for his life—the greatest who
has the greatest plan and keeps it.

The preliminary meeting in the
forenoon Monday, May 15, was accomplished under the direction of
the Secretary, and the different
boards fully organized for their
work.
The Sunday School Conference,
afternoon and evening were seasons
of blessing, and much useful information was given on different lines
as to the prosecution of successful
Christian work in the field of S. S.
endeavor.
On Tuesday, May 16, the members
of Conference met at 9.30 for organization, under direction of the Permanent Conference Secy., Bish S. R.
Smith. The organization when completed was, Moderator J. N. Engle,
Abilene, Kans., 1st. Asst., C. N. Hostetter, Washington Boro, Pa., and
2nd. Asst., H. B. Hoffer, Manheim,
Pa., Reading clerk D. W. Heise,
Gormley, Ont., recording Sec'y. E.
H. Hess, Grantham, Pa., assts., O.
B. Ulery, Springfield, O., E. N.
Engle, Thomas, Okla., W. H. Boyer,
Dayton, Ohio.,
Succeeding the organization reports of different funds, such as
Tract Fund, S. S. Literature, Gen. Ex.
Board report etc., were read and approved
Report of Committee, on Teacher's Training Course
was made and after considerable
discussion, a decision was reached
ordering that the work be published
and distributed for use where there
may be a call for the same.
Reports of the different boards of
the Bible School at Grantham, Pa.,
were given, such as the Trustee
Board, the Managing Board, and Faculty Board.
The institution is
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slowly gaining the confidence of the
Brotherhood and it is hoped that its
sphere of influence may grow as the
number of students increases.
It
is evident that good work is beingdone.
Financially there should be
a more enthusiastic support.
The Executive Board's report of
progress at the Philadelphia Mission
was encouraging in that many serious difficulties had been overcome,
and in that the Lord has supplied
promising new workers in the persons of Eld. Wilbur Snyder and wife,
their daughter and young son of
New Carlisle, Ohio, for the Mission,
and who are now in charge, the
outlook of the Philadelphia Mission
appears to be brighter now than for
a number of years.
A number of
accessions to the membership of the
church have been realized lately and
it is hoped the Lord may graciously
lead on to victory.
Support is needed for the maintenance of the work
and, no doubt, the surrounding districts will willingly come up to the
help of the Lord.
The New Constitution and ByLaws was finally presented by the
Committee having it in charge and
put on record as the code for the
future polity of the church.
The project looking towards the
establishing of a New Bible School
somewhere in the middle west was
quieted for a period of three years
on the advise of the committee having it in hand.
Affiliating ourselves with Local
Option efforts was not encouraged
by the report of the committee that
had it in charge, and which met with
hearty approval by a majority of
the delegates, yet it was not intended that the individual conscience
should be hampered by the decision,
to express itself.

3

A number of questions of a local
nature were relegated to committees
to work out and recommend to conference reasonable settlement of the
same, which, no doubt, these committees were able to accomplish successfully.
Increasing the subscription price
of the Visitor came up as a recommendation of the Publication Board,
but failed to be approved by Conference.
The invitation, however,
or, possibly, rather, the privilege, is
given to all who feel sufficient interest in the Visitor support, to add 25 ^
when renewing their subscription, so
as to help out with the increased
cost of its production.
The same
Board also advised against undertaking the publishing of our own
Sunday School helps etc., for the
present and was approved by Conference.
A committee was appointed to
prepare and publish in the Visitor
a course of Bible Study Lessons suitable for use in Young People's Meetings.
We hope this may result in
much good.
The reports of the mission work
of the church, Home and Foreign,
continue to increase in interest and
volume.
Our city missions report
some encouraging features, and it is
hoped the success attending this line
of endeavor will under God's blessing continue to increase, and many
souls, now in sin, and lost, be
brought into the Christian fold.
Reports of the Overseas Missions

are becoming quite lengthy even
though they are given in abridged
form.
Wednesday afternoon from
2.30 on was entirely taken up with
reading reports from the missions
in Africa and India.
The Foreign
Mission Meeting was held the same
evening. The house was crowded to

4
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the limit.
Interesting addresses
were given by Bro. and Sr. Myron
Taylor who are expecting to sail for
Africa soon to open up a new station.
The recently returned missionary
sisters, Mary Heisey and Elizabeth
Engle, also addressed the meeting.
The offering for the Foreign Fund
exceeded a thousand dollars somewhat.
Later in the week a special
effort was made in behalf of a meeting house in India resulting in securing pledges,
conditionally, amounting to about eighteen hundred
dollars.
On some lines, some of our
people are obeying the apostle's advice, and are cheerful—hilariousgivers. Praise the Lord. The freewill offering at the Home Missionary
Meeting on Tuesday evening, when
addresses were given by Elders
Myron
Taylor, Wilbur
Snyder,
Bishop D. R. Eyster, and a recitation entitled "All for Jesus, do we
mean i t ? " by Sr. Ada Hess, passed
the 200 dollar mark slightly.
The Ministerial Meeting on Thursday evening was one of the most
crowded meetings of the week. The
topics of the program were ably discussed by those to whom they were
assigned. A substitute speaker was
pressed into service for the last topic
in the person of Eld. S. G. Engle.
During about all of these meeting
periods, as also during much of the
time when Conference was in session
large overflow meetings were held in
the large meeting tent near by.
These were of an evangelistic nature
and a goodly number of seekers received help on different lines.
Although the attendance at this
Conference exceeded that of all previous Conferences, the automobile
figuring largely as a method of conveyance, Cross Roads was equal to
the occasion providing very satis-
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factory entertainment for the crowds,
of attendants day by day.
The place of Conference for 1917
was left open, to be determined by
a committee appointed for the purpose, but the offer stands open for
Nottawa, Ont., if conditions would
be favorable for a meeting in Canada.
The weather conditions during
Conference week were, generally,
favorable, being mostly cool enough
not to be oppressive.
Several rain
storms occurred that caused people
to scamper for shelter, but the air
was good to breathe.
Very little
sickness occurred to our knowledge.
Perhaps the most serious was in the
experience of brother, Elder John K.
Myers, well known over the Brotnerhood.
He was seriously afflicted
and it seemed as though the brittle
thread of life might snap, but at last
reports he was mending slowly.
Gradually year by year the personnel
of
General
Conference
changes.
Brethren who had been
regular attendants for years fail to
appear, and younger men come in
their stead. Some of such have completed the measure of life and have
gone to their reward, while others
are becoming physically worn out
and their mantle is falling on younger shoulders. The bishop's toga has
fallen on quite a number of comparatively young men in the recent
years.
So time brings its changes.
"Days and years revolve but slow-

ly,

Time is tedious to the young;
In the hope of coming pleasure,
Oft we wish our days were gone.
Soon they fly we know not whither,
Age comes on us unawares;
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All our hopes and promised plea- church could not be too actively engaged in missionary work.
sures,
Pass away with passing years."
At that Conference the editor was
associated with Eld. Simon GraybilJ
Among the aged visitors from a of Pennsylvania, and Eld. Jacob H.
distance at Conference were Bro. B. Eshelman of Kansas in the secretary
B. Engle and his wife from Abilene, work of Conference.
The minutes
Kans. Bro. Engle has nearly reach- which consisted of a four page sheet,
ed his 82nd., milestone.
He emi if we remember rightly, were printgrated to Kansas from Lancaster ed so that most of the delegates had
Co., Pa., possibly thirty or more them to take home with them. How
years ago.
In 1889 it was the edi- vastly different now.
If methods
tor's privilege to attend General of doing work at Conference were
Conference for the first time, as it the same now as then it is probable
was held at Markham, Ont., that that two weeks would not suffice to
year.
There he met Bro. Engle for clear the docket.
the first time.
Something that he
Thus this event which is of no
said at that Conference has kept a- small interest to the whole church
live the memory of fehat acquaint- has passed into history.
What will
ance.
Not many years before that be the result of its decisions will be
the colony of brethren had moved to future history. If we have done the
Kansas.
In the delegation that best we knew how we may leave the
came to Conference from Kansas results in the hands of the Lord who
that year were Samuel Zook, Jesse can make even man's wrath praise
Engle, John M. Sheetz, Jacob Eshel- Him, and who can over rule even
man, B. B. Engle, and a few others. our mistakes to His glory.
That
The editor was young then, compar- this conference may mark an epoch
atively so, at least, and it seemed to in the history of the church in that
him that way out in the land of the her spirituality will be on a higher
far-reaching prairies these Kansas plane than hitherto, that worldliness
brethren breathed a freer atmos- and worldly conformity will be less
phere, and had larger vision than in in evidence, that activity in the varthe east, as was evidenced by their ious lines of Christian and missionadvocacy of a more active mission- ary endeavor will continue to inary propaganda in the church.
It crease, and that the motto of all may
was in connection with the discus- be A closer walk with Lord, is our
sion on this topic that Bro. Engle prayer.
made the statement that we remember.
He said when he lived in the
east he dwelt quietly in the valley
A paragraph in our Conference
among the "dadies" —sound a as in Notes makes reference to what hapauthor, he spoke German—and he pened to the recommendation of the
thought as they had it, and did, it Publication Board to increase the
was right, and he thought there was subscription price of the Visitor on
too much said about mission work, account of the increased cost of probut since living in the west he was duction.
The feeling of Conference
convinced, referring to a special in- was averse to increasing the price
cident that had occurred, that the to the subscribers, but was convin-
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ced of the necessity of increased re- the work of the home and wait on
venue. The proposition of free will them as it may be needed.
They
contributions to the Visitor fund are willing to pay good wages to the
found favor. It was thought there right person.
Any one desiring to
would be many who would send 25 be put in communication with them
cents extra when renewing.
If 800 are invited to write to the editor
would do so it would put $200 into for information.
this fund.
How many subscribers
will remember this opportunity and
Apparently the project of furnishmake good when renewing their subing an auto f o r Bro. T. A. Long f o r
scriptions time alone will tell.
We
his Texas work is bound to fail.
hope f o r a generous response.
In
This
being the case it has been sugorder to take care of these contribugested
to us that a new buggy would
tions we have opened a special page
be
a
real
convenience for him.
He
on our record book to enter these
has
twelve
miles
to
go
to
his
apcontributions.
The first one to
show his appreciation of this oppor- pointment on Sundays and the sun
tunity to help the work along is Bro. beats down on him very hot as he
A buggy with
D. B. Keeports of Philadelphia, who makes this journey.
a
top
would
therefore
serve as a
has 50 cents standing in his favor.
great
blessing
for
him.
We have
Will others join him speedily? The
wondered whether all those who
account is open now.
made pledges in connection with the
auto project would be willing to deThe brethren of Zion dist., Kans. vote their gift to the materalization
held an election f o r minister on Sun- of this new proposition.
Let us
day evening, April 16, resulting in hear from you.
choice being made of Bro. Christian
A. Frey.
May the Lord abundantly
The way to reach the love feast
bless and use our brother in this new
at
Ringgold on June 3, 4, is to come
capacity f o r the furthering of His
to
Waynesboro, Pa., main square,
Kingdom.
Conveyance from there will be provided by the district brethren.
It would seem that helpers on
many lines are constantly needed.
Bring him unto me.—Jesus.
Especially is this true of sister helpers in homes, orphanages, and for
j—mmm—mmm^m^im*
aged people.
Come over and help
us, sounds out from many an institution and mission. A letter received recently from a brother in Ohio
All Communications relating to
makes a plea in behalf of an aged
the E V A N G E L I C A L VISITOR
brother and sister who are in need
should be sent to the editor, Geo.
of suitable help to do their work
Detwiler, 1 2 1 6 Walnut St , Harand wait on them.
The call is for
risburg, Pa., NOT to Grantham,
a healthy sister of middle age who
Pa.
would make her home with them and
take care of things f o r them doing
^mmmm—^wmmmmmmm*

NOTICE
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NEWS

OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
in the
HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS

FOREIGN MISSION FUNDS.
Report from April 15, till May 1, 1916
GENERAL

MISSIONARY

ADDRESSES.

FUND.

RECEIPTS.

North Franklin, Pa., $60.25; Part of
1915 Conference, $10,00; Howich, Ont.
$28.00; Nancy Brillinger, Out., $20.00;
Archie Byer, Col., $10.00; special for
Ruth Byer, $5.00; Miami district, Ohio.
$88.00; Donegal district, Pa., $43.50
Bethel district, Kans., $31,00; Newburn
dist. Kansas, $44.08; Abilene, Kansas.
$50.00; Rosebank S. S. Kansas. $53.97:
Manor Pequea, Pa., $50.00; Magdalena
Hunsberger, Mich., $3.00: Noah Witmer,
Ont., $5.00; Sr. Witmer P, L. P. Man..
$5.00; a sister, Ont., $ .50; Rainham.
Ont., $30.00; special for Sr. Effie Rohrer
from Sarah Climenhaga, $2.00; WainINDIA.
fleet brethren, Ont.. $167.25; Mary Mater
Elder H. L. and Katie Smith, Effie Roh- (deceased) $20.25.
rer, Ruth Byer, David H. Rohrer, Lottie
DISBURSEMENTS.
Rohrer, Anita and Gladys Zarger. DauH. P. Steigerwald £ 1 0 0 in payment as
ram Madhipura. North Bhagalpur, B. &
needed, except $25.00 special for Andrew
N. W. Ry., INDIA.
Winger's personal needs, costing $486.00
Polio w i n s
not
under
Foreiffn
M i s s i o n H. L. Smith
£ 5 0 , $5,00 special for
Board.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Andra, B. Ruth Byer, costing $243.00.
N. R. India.
INDIA FUND.
Bishop II. P. and Grace Steigerwald,
Eld. H. J. and Emma Frey,, A. C. Winger, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South
Afriea.
H. Frances Davidson, Lewis Steckley,
Mrs. Sallie Doner, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. W. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Walter 0. and Abbie B. Winger, Miss
Hannah Baker, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Cora Alvis, Mtshabezi Mission, Bulawayo,
Private Bag, So. Rodesia, South Africa.
Eld. Isaac 0. and A. Alice Lehman,
box 5263, Johannesburg, South Africa.

Address of missionaries on furlough.

H. L. Smith £ 5 0 for general needs,
Mary E. Heisey, Clayton, Ohio R, R, $243.00.
1, Box 17.
I N T E R E S T FUND.
Elizabeth Engle 211 E. 7th St. Abilene, Kansas.
Walter Winger £ 1 0 0 for general
needs Mtshabezi, $486.00; H. Frances
OUR CITY MISSIONS.
Davidson £ 1 0 0 for general needs Macha
$486.00.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in
SUMMARY.
charge of Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
Bal.
on
hand,
May 1, 1915, $2211.65
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St.,
Receipts during the year, $9505,99
in charge of Sr. Sarah Bert, Bro. B. L.
Brubaker and Sr. Nancy Shirk.
Total,
$11717.64
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 1194 14th,,
Disbursements during year $11116.44
St., in charge of Eld. J. R. and Anna
Bal. on hand May, 1, 1916
$601.20
Zook.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. 3.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in
PHILADELPHIA MISSION.
charge of W. H. and Susie Boyer.
San Francisco Mission, 3739-20th. S t ,
in charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger and Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
workers.
We come to you again with greeting
Philadelphia Mission 3423 N 2nd St., in the precious name of Him who said
in charge of Eld. Wilbur Snyder & wife. "There hath not failed one of His pre-
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cious promises."
Also "He is able to do
o t h e r uosations.
abundantly above that ye are able to ask
Orlando Martin, Clarence Center, N. Y.
or think." Praise His name, for these 1 box clothing,
precious promises, which were never
„„
.
. .
Y o u r s 111 C h ™ t i a n 1°™,
known to fail.
We are glad to tell
e
ers'
you that we as a band of workers have
proved these promises, and they have
• •»
become a living reality to us.
Surely
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION.
we praise God for verifying His promises
in our behalf.
He has blessed us both
spiritually, and temporally, for which
Again we come to record the mercies
we praise and adore His holy name.
of God during another month.
Surely
We also want to thank the dear ones His protecting care has been over us
who have so kindly remembered us, and His presence is felt among us.
The meetings as a rule, have been
somehow we feel as though we could not
find language to express our gratitude. good, especially during the latter part of
A number of souls were
So we will say, "Thank you," and wish the month.
you all, the rich sweet peace of God, prayed with, some of whom are still
which passeth all understanding, and seeking to get really established on the
wish to be remembered in your prayers Rock.
A man who was saved at the hospital
that the work may go on and prosper
and that many precious souls may be is now able to attend the Mission, and
gives a good testimony.
His wife also
born into His kingdom.
has
given
her
heart
to
God,
since his
We are glad to tell you, that we have
Another man in the hosfour or five applicants for baptism. conversion.
Surely if we delight ourselves in Him, pital has been very happily converted
He does give us the desire of our hearts. and is rejoicing in a Savior's love.
So we are encouraged to press the
We have been looking forward for a
battle on.
We can say we are happy
long time for Workers in the great harin the Lord and in the work He has
vest field. Now the time has come, and
given us to do.
Bio. Snyders have arrived. May the dear
We wish to be remembered in the
Lord richly bless and reward them for
prayers of all God's little ones.
their sacrifice: may we have sweet fellowship together, and may they be used
FINANCIAL.
as an instrument to win many precious
RECEIPTS.
souls for Him. We desire an interest in
Bro.
Archie
Byer, La Hunta, Colo.,
your prayers, and may we all be work$3.00; Brethren of Harrisburg, Pa.
ers together with Him.
$8.00; Sr. Nancy Shirk, Chicago, 111.
$2.00; hall oflering $33.48. Total $46.48
FINANCIAL.
EXPENDITURES.
Report from Feb. 7, to May 8, 1916.
Car fare, $8.60; table supplies, $25.41
Balance on hand, $ .76.
sewing machine repairs, $3.50; home in
cidentals, $1.20; hall rent, $30.00; hall
RECEIPTS.
expenses light, oil, $3.15; house rent
Collection at Mission, $40.21; Class $18.00; house expenses, gas etc., $3.25
and Sunday School Harrisburg, Pa..
Total, $93.11.
$8.00: A brother Philadelphia, Pa..
$1.00; Rapho district, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.,
$16.00.
Total, $65.97.

The Workers.

expenditures.
Canton has t w o department stores
Gas and light, $2.20; labor 19.00: w j t h elevators—and H o n g k o n g implumbing, $9.50; Mission, $7.81; coal, ports 639,016 gallons of beer.
The
$7.35; poor, $19.00.
Total, $64.86. bad comes in with the good.
Which
Balance on hand, May 8, $1.11.
shall win o u t ?

I
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UPLAND, CALIFORNIA.
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Much favorable comment of this service
was in evidence.
May God get all the
glory out of the efforts.
Cor.

To the readers of the VISITOR:—
Greetings in Jesus' name.
He who
gave Himself for the Church that He
CARLAND, MICHIGAN.
might sanctify and cleanse it with the
washing of water by the word.
Our
spring love feast is again in history.
Revival meetings were started at this
We had a veiy encouraging time in the
place
February 15, and closed March 2.
Lord.
Bro. Meshach Krikorian was
Eld. W. J. Myers of Massillon, Ohio,
with us on Sunday and brought the mesHe did not
sages to us, in the morning, afternoon conducted the meetings.
and evening. In the morning his theme shun to declare the whole Word, but
was the Christian's watchword.
Text preached it with power.
The church was revived, and although
Exodus 14: 15: "Go forward."
In the
afternoqn Gen. 5: 24, and in the even- there was not as much interest maniing, "Hands full of Honey." Judges 14: fested by the unsaved as we would like
8. 9.
Truly the saints need not be dis- to have seen yet some asked the prayWe will have to
couraged when they accept the good ers of God's people.
things which God has prepared for those leave the results with the Lord knowing His Word will not return unto Him
that love Him.
void.
We are glad to know that God is
The Michigan and Indiana Joint State
convicting some who are "not enjoying
Council was held at this place, March
their privileges in Christ Jesus.
We
3 and 4.
It was truly a help to the
are encouraged in the work at this place
cause of Christ.
We heard several
and we ask an interest in the prayers of
topics discussed which has helped, and
God's people for the salvation of the lost
will help us along in the Lord's service.
souls in this part of His moral vineyard.
The attendance was good through ali
the meetings.
Brethren and sisters
Correspondent.
Upland,
California.
were present from Canada, Ohio, Indiana
and several places in Michigan.
Bro. and Sr. Myron Taylor were here
on their way to Africa.
May the
BELLE SPRINGS. KANS.
Lord go with them on their journey and
may they have many souls for their hire.
jOur love feast which was announced
We truly have great reasons to praise
for May 6, 7, was held as announced. the Lord for what He has done and is
The weather was ideal which gave op- doing for us at this place.
Although
portunity for many to attend on Satur- our number is not very large He is alday during the day and evening. The ways with us, and, "If God be for us
attendance on Sunday morning was who can be against us?"
large people coming from distant parts
I am glad the Lord has called me
per automobile, as many as 100 of these while I am young, and that I know He
machines being on the ground.
has saved me and I am His child.
I
The meeting was good in that the have no other desire but to serve Him
sword of the Spirit was well wielded. and do what I can in His service.
The evening service was devoted to
Although we did not see many saved
an illustrated address on Prophecy and yet we feel that Bro. Myers freed himRevelation.
Bro. J. H. Eshelman of self.
Sedgwick, Kans., was the speaker.
He
May the Lord bless him and make him
used a chart as exhibiting the results of a blessing wherever he may be.
fifteen years of study on the subject by
Continue to pray for the little band
himself.
The Signs of the Times of the at Carland.
present were vividly portrayed giving
Alice Green,
Qor
the impression that the end is near. C a r l a n d , M i c h . M a y « , 1 9 1 6 .
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The Tulare Co., Cal., love feast which
convened May 6. 7, was preceded by a
week's meeting, Bro. C. C. Burkholder
being with us the entire time.
The
services were much blest of the Lord, especially on Sabbath morning when the
altar was filled with seekers, mostly
young people.
Conviction rested heavily on many
that did not yield but we are still expecting more to come.
A number were here from Upland over
the Sabbath including Bro. J. B. Leaman and two sons. Bro. and Sr. B. F.
Engle formerly from Kansas; Sr. Fanny
Bert. Bro. and Sr. Plum, Bro. Ben Byers
and Bro. Amos Burkholder.
These
visiting brethren came thru in two Autos
over the State Highway.
We would say '"come again."
While the enemy does his best in California as well as in other places yet
we have many reasons to be encouraged.
We can truly say, " I will dwell in the
house of the Lord forever."
Yours in His service.
Mrs. J. N. Sheets.
Cor.
FROM AFRICA.
Northern Rhodesia.
Dear readers:—
Though we have been silent for some
time as far as it concerned writing for
the columns of the VISITOR, we are still
among the living, for which we have
great reason to praise our Lord. During the month some of us have had a little fever, but nothing serious.
The VISITOR is always read with
great interest, especially in this land,
where literature is scarce.
It is remarkable how well and regular the
mails have been coming thru, during
these perilous times.
This season has been exceptionally
dry, throughout the greater part of Rhodesia. hence the crops are a failure in
many parts.
However we at Macha
have reason to be thankful for what we

have.
The crop has not been harvested
as yet, but we realize there will be sufficient grain for our boarders, and perhaps some to dispose of.
It is reported that Barotse land, where
some of our French missionaries are, is
facing a severe famine, and the government is preparing to give relief to some
extent by employing a large number of
natives, giving them grain in return for
their labor.
We have been busy the past month,
breaking new land, building, hauling
brick, sand etc., while some of the smaller boys were gathering thatching grass.
Our boys and girls at the station this
term, number about 60, which is a larger
attendance than usual.
This may be
partly due to scarcity of food in their
homes.
Services on Lord's Day are held as
usual, with only a few who are seeking
the Lord.
The majority prefer to remain in their heathendom.
Some one
is out giving the gospel to the people in
the villages almost every Sunday. Our
aim is to keep on sowing the precious
seed, which may bring forth a bountiful
harvest sooner or later.
There has been a good deal of sickness
among the people and several deaths
have occured, without a hope in Christ.
Dear readers we ask your prayers in behalf of these precious souls that many
more yet turn to Christ.
Yours for the lost,
L. B. Steckley.
April

1,

li>l(i.

INDIA LETTER.
Daurm Madhepura,
April, 4, 1916.
Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
" I will bless the Lord at all times,
His praise shall continually be in my
mouth.
My soul shall make her boast
in the Lord: the humble shall hear
thereof and be glad.
Oh magnify the
Lord with me. and let us exalt His name
together.
I sought the Lord, and He
heard me, and delivered me from all
my fears.
They looked unto Him, and
were lightened, and there faces were
not ashamed" (Psa. 34: 1-5).
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I rejoice today because I have these
words of the Psalmist as mine which I
can sing to the One and only God, the
father of Jesus Christ; and that I know
Jesus as God's only Son, the Redeemer of
the World.
How often we hear songs
sung by these people, and see how enthused they become over them, but how
sad to think they are immoral and sinful, and are being sung to the different
idols: yet they sing them heartily and
think they are doing the right thing.
But oh, what a privilege we have who
know Him?
We can sing praises to
One who hears, One who blesses us, and
One who has given us Eternal Salvation
I do say from my heart, "Let us magnify
the Lord together," and may we never
forget to praise Him for all His blessings to us.
And then, to, it causes us
not to be ashamed.
We do not need to
hide our faces, and be afraid to have
other people look at us.
But there is i
shine and a smile, a straight forward
look.
This morning this was again brought
freshly to our notice, as we were out in
one of the villages in a Zenana home.
We were there to have services on the
outside of the court-yard, and Sister Lottie Rohrer and I went inside to see the
women who are not permitted to go outside.
The mother of the home brought
a young woman out who was entirely
covered with her sorrie.
Finally the
mother pulled her cloth back just a little, so that we were able to get a glimpse of a sweet looking, but very sad and
sober face.
She hung her head down
all the time and never uttered a word.
The mother said to me, "To this girl
all is gone."
She further said, "She
has nothing; there is nothing for her."
Then I asked if her husband is dead, and
she said yes.
This was why she was
so ashamed.
This told the whole story.
Oh how my heart went out to that young
girl!
Ashamed because she was left a
widow, and now despised by her people.
I put my arms around her and said to
them all, " I love her, I love her." Then
such praise came into my heart for Jesus
and the Gospel, and all the blessings
which go with it, and we have this all
to enjjy.
Again, there was another
girl there who was not a widow, but for
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some other reason was in disgrace, and
she likewise stood back in a corner,
with her head and face all covered. Oh,
do our sisters at home know what they
are enjoying!
Do you wonder that Jesus gave the command to "Go into all
the world and preach the Gospel ?"
Could anyone refuse these dear people
the joy of hearing and receiving the
Gospel as well as the privilege of more
free and open life here in this world?
"And there faces were not ashamed '
Shall this be said of these poor souls in
Madhepura Sub-division?
Dear ones it
remains for the church to answer this
question.
The other night we had the privilege
of all going outside on our front open
cement square, to open a box sent from
our dear ones at Grantham.
How our
hearts rejoiced as we took out the different things, and saw the names of the
senders on many of the things: and to
know that those at home have labored
and toiled for us out here.
And yet
it is not for us alone, but for the Lord.
We are His children, and He says, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me."
The fruit and everything is very nice, and oh how we do ap •
preciate it all! We thank all those who
have had a hand in sending the box.
And then a few days later we were
again made to rejoice, when two boxes
arrived from Upland, Everything came
through so nicely, and the fruit is ail
well canned.
I am sure you dear ones
at home hardly realize what it means to
us here, to be able to go into the pantry
and have a nice lot of fruit from home,
to draw from for the table.
We appreciate this so much because of the
scarcity of the things to cook.
Of
course we can buy some things from
Calcutta, but this would make our living expenses entirely too high.
So we
again thank every one for remembering
us in this way.
I am sure the Lord
will bless you all.
While we were un
packing these boxes, I could not help
but think of the senders, and then I had
to think of Jesus' words, "It is more
blessed to give than to receive;" so I
know you have already been blessed in
giving these things.
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We are not our own. we are
At present we have been having a nice short.
The poet says:
lot of cabbage and tomatoes to use from the Lord's.
the garden.
Other things are in the
"My Father is rich in houses and
past, and it will not be long until these
lands.
will be too.
He holdeth the wealth of the world in
I am especially thankful to the Lord
His hands,
for the way He has undertaken for me
Of rubies and diamonds, of silver and
physically lately.
I am again able to
gold,
help at the work, and I certainly do
His coffers are full He his riches unrejoice as I do love the work so much,
told."
and I feel more and more like praising
We read in the word of God, Matt
the Lord for placing us in this part of
19: 29: "And every one that has forsakthe Field.
Lately we have been given several en houses, or brethren, or sisters, or
very encouraging testimonies from dif- father, or mother, or wife, or children,
ferent ones about accepting Christ.
It or lands, for my name's sake, shall recertainly causes rejoicing when there ceive an hundred fold, and shall inherit
are those who are willing to even take everlasting life."
the first step.
We do crave an interI can say that I have dear ones that
est in the prayers of the church at home have left, house, and father, and mothfor this place, as the Lord has promised er, and sister for Christ's sake.
There
us, "the heathen" for our "inheritance," are few that are willing to leave all for
and the "uttermost parts of the earth" Christ's sake, but it pays to be a child
for our "possession."
of the King.
We have all in this world
that we need and everlasting life.
Your sister in Christ,
Katie B. Smith.
Yours in Christian love,
Mary Rosenberger.
FROM AN AGED SISTER.

SoiHlerton,

l*u.

I felt this while past that I should
WALKING WITH JESUS.
write a little of my thoughts and experience.
I can say, "Bless the Lord,
How much is comprehended in the
0 my soul, and all that is within me,
bless his holy name."
We read in the phrase walking with Jesus. It means aword of God. "It is a fearful thing to greement for how can two walk together
It means comfall into the hands of the living God." except they be agreed.
No one can walk in peace
So I know what it means.
I can say panionship.
1 know what it is to be lost and to be with Christ and cling to their sins. No
found in Jesus.
I received such a won- one can serve two masters neither can
derful love that no one can take it. but you cherish the sins which Christ hates
it is only through Jesus that I am what and keep His company, Rom. 6: 14: "For
I am. The Lord is good to me.
He sin shall not have dominion over you for
keeps me day by day, praise His holy ye are not under the law but under
grace."
name!
The Lord is good to Isreal.
If we can If we would walk with Jesus we must
Sorrow and sin
come to Him with a broken heart, and listen and obey Him.
ask Him He is willing to help us and confuse our vision and draw us different
We
forgive us our sins.
I have found it ways: we cannot walk by sight.
so.
I thought I had to tell the people. must "walk by faith and not by sight."
I didn't always obey, so I thought I "Walk in the Spirit and ye shall not fulwould tell it through the VISITOR, to fill the lust of the flesh." Christ offers
His loving companionship to every one
every soul that reads it.
This, is a wonderful salvation. Don't who has His Spirit and who is humbly
put it off too long.
The time may be trying to live His kind of life.
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To the lonely missionary away in
heathen lands; to the weary traveller; to
the persecuted Christian the sense of
that Divine presence is very precious.
His friendship is most precious and unfailing.
Certain promises are made to
those who walk with God in a life of
self-surrender and co-operation with
Him in the work of the Kingdom on
earth.
They will daily have the inspiration of the divine presence. Jesus said.
"Lo. I am with you alway." They also
will be kept in the right way.
What
spiritual growth strength and blessing
shall come to all faithful Christians in
the consciousness of God's presence.
To
have Christ as our companion through
life's journey is an unspeakable blessing
No one can imagine until they try it
what a realization of Christ's constant,
presence will do for them.
One cannot
be lonely and afraid; doubts will all be
gone.
Psa. 16: "Gracious is the Lord
and righteous, yea, our God is merciful.
For thou has delivered my soul from
death, mine eyes from tears, and my
feet from falling."
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ESART QUESTIONS.
Nothing to pay?—no, not a whit;
Nothing to do?—no, not a bit;
All that was needed to do, or to pay,
Jesus has done in His own blessed
way.
Nothing to do?—no, not a stroke;
Gone is the captor, gone is the yoke;
Jesus at Calvary severed the chain,
And none can imprison His free-men
agfiin.
Nothing to fear?—no, not a jot:
Nothing within?—no, not a spot;
Christ is my peace, and I've nothing
at stake,
Satan can that neither harass nor
shake.

What about judgment?—I'm thankful
to say,
Jesus has met it, and borne it away:
Drank it all up when He hung on the
tree.
Then by walking with Christ we build
Leaving a cup full of blessing for me.
up a strong personal Christian character
made of love, joy, peace, longsuffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, What about terror?—it hasn't a place
and temperance.
"As ye have therefore In a heart that's filled with a sense of
His grace;
received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk
My peace is divine, and it never can
ye in Him.
Rooted and built up in
cloy,
Him and established in the faith as ye
And that makes my heart over-bubble
have been taught abounding therein
with joy.
with thanksgiving."
The influence of the daily walk grows
until at the last death comes so sweetly Nothing of guilt?—no, not a stain.
and so gently that dying becomes only a How could the Blood let dry remain?
My conscience is purged and my spirit
nearer companionship, and the end is
is free,
almost like that of Enoch who walked so
Precious that Blood is to GOD and to
long with God that he "Was not for God
me!
took him."
The walk that began on
earth is continued beyond the grave. Toward that place we must walk by faith What of the law ? ah, there I rejoice;
and not by sight, but there we shall see Christ answered its claims, and silenced
Him as He is, and in His presence there
its voice;
will be fulness of joy.
The law was fulfilled when the work
Sara Gracie.
was all done,
And it never can speak to a justified
one.

"South America's population is
40,000,000.
There are 5,000,000 What about death? it hasn't a sting;
Indians, 8,000,000 whites and 27,000, The grave to a Christian no terror can
bring,
000 of mixed blood."
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For death has been conquered, the
grave has been spoiled,
And every foeman and enemy foiled,

TESTIMONY MEETING.

What about feelings? ah! trust not to
them.
What of my standing?—"Who shall condemn ?"
Since God is for me, there is nothing
so clear,
From Satan and man I've nothing to
fear.

I have been impressed to write a few
lines for the VISITOR, and by the Lord's
help I will try and write.
Pen nor
tongue can express what the Lord will
do for us if we obey, for the Word tells
us that to obey is better than sacrifice.
I always enjoy reading the testimonies
of others so much, but always feel myself incapable of writing for publication
The desire of my life is to be obedient
to my blessed Master, yet feel my unworthiness so much.
My prayer is that
the Lord may guide
"n this writing.
I am glad we have one to whom we
can come for help in every time of need.
I want to be submissive to His will in
all things. How much we have to praise
the Lord for.
I praise Him this morning for His goodness to me in caring for
and protecting me from harm. I praise
Him for health and strength I enjoy and
the many blessings both temporal and
spiritual.
David said, " I will call upon the Lord who is worthy to be praised
so shall I be saved from mine enemies '
He also says, "praise Him for His mighty
acts; praise Him according to His excellent greatness.
Let everything that
hath breath praise the Lord." James says.
Every good and perfect gift comes from
the Lord.
Praising the Lord brings glory and
honor to His name.
As God gives us
day by day our daily bread, let us show
day by day our daily gratitude.
In
Psalm 107: 1, we find, " 0 give thanks
unto the Lord, for he is good, for his
mercy endureth forever."
Do we praise
God for the many blessings we enjoy?
How often do we stop to reckon up God's
kindness?
What am I rendering unto
the Lord for all His benefits?
In what
ways have we been showing our gratitude to God every day this past year?
Bible reading is a strong spur to thanks-

Nothing to pay? no, thanks be to God,
The matter is settled, the price was the
Blood.
The Blood of the victim, a ransom divine—
Believe it, poor sinner, and peace shall
be thine.
What am I waiting for? Jesus my Lord.
To take down the tent, and roll up the
cord;
To be with Himself in the Mansions
above,
Enjoying for ever His infinite love.
—Selected by Ida Stauffer, Canton 0.

THY WILL BE DONE.
I ask not Lord that all my path
In sunny places be,
I know my Savior passed the night,
In dark Gethsemane
But Father stay thou near, I pray,
My trembling faith increase,
And pour into my rebel heart.
Some measure of thy peace.
Help me victorious to be,
O'er my self, I pray,
And lead my stumbling feet into
The strait and narrow way,
In paths of service and of love,
My erring steps incline,
And teach me Father thus to pray
Thy will be done not mine.
Curb my imperious spirit, God,
My upward thoughts control.
My longings change and mould anew
The purpose of my soul!

Unloose my silent tongue, dear Lord.
Bid all my thoughts be still,
And make me all subservient.
To Thine omniscient will,
—Sel. by Sara Graeie.
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giving.
There is no book like the Bible as the Spirit^ leads me. St. Mark 8: 38.
is so much on my mind.
"Whosoever
to give us joy.
therefore
shall
be
ashamed
of me and
Dear reader, whoever you are, in times
t sorrow or temptation and in all the of my words in this adulterous and sintrials of life there is no book like the ful generation, of him shall also the Son
Word of God for our weary souls. When of man be ashamed when he comes in
we feel sad and east down and friends the glory of his Father with the holy
deceive and forsake us let us turn to the angels."
We are in wonderful times: it is all
book of Job and read his trials and how
he remained true to God in spite of all; important that we stand for the truth
I often think, Anone of us has ever suffered half as much as the Bible teaches.
as good old Job.
Are we grateful for shamed to be a Christian in such a genSome people have an idea
joys and the pleasures we enjoy and for eration?
the sorrows which were for our good and they are too nice to come under the comthat were to draw us nearer to Him? mandment of Jesus Christ, but the Bible
Are we grateful for health and friends; says, "Let God be true and every man a
At another place we read, "All
grateful for faith and for doubts which liar."
have been stepping stones to higher have sinned," there is none righteous, no
faith? Grateful for success and for fail- not one. They must all come to Jesus
ures, for life and for death, until eter- Christ and be cleansed, and then be
nal life for all things that have been ashamed of a class of people that never
ordered by the all-wise God?
accepted Jesus Christ yet (St. John 4 :
In Psa. 107: 8, we find, "Oh thai men 20: 21).
"For every one that doeth evil hateth
would praise the Lord for His goodness
and for his wonderful works to the the light neither cometh to the light
children of men." There ought to be lest his deeds should be reproved.
gladness that the being whom we have
"But he that doeth truth cometh to
so much cause to fear, as the Word tells the light that his deeds may be made
us, to serve the Lord with fear is rue manifest that they are wrought in God."
whom we may love and call Him t, u- It seems to me that those people that
Father.
To yield to Him, obey Him, come to the light don't have as many sins
reverently seek His help, is to place our- as many sins as those that don't come at
selves in the line of blessing.
The Lord all.
Then why should the Christian be
is ready and willing to help all those ashamed of people that never repented.
who call upon Him,
If He so loved us
The poet says:
as to give the blood of His Son for us,
will He not gladly give us all that we
"If unrepentant you pass away,
need? "If ye abide in me and my words
What, sinner then will you do?
abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will
Oh when you stand in the judgment
and it shall be done unto you." We
day,
can pray with great hope nothing wavWhat
sinner
then will you do?
ering.
And may the dear Lord accept
the thanks I cannot utter, the praises
CHORUS.
my heart feels but cannot express, my
Faithless, untrue, what will you do,
soul is lost in wonder love and praise.
When that dread day is nearing?
No hope for you, what will you do
Mrs. Sara Gracie.
When in His presence appearing?
D u n n v i l l e , Out. H. it. 8.
It is my desire to work on and to be
an encouragement to other pilgrims, for
As I read through the VISITOR I find Christ said, "When I come will I find
so much to comfort me, and I feel im- faith on earth?" So in these latter days
pressed to write too, but when I take my it takes watching and praying.
pen into my hand the thought comes to
me, Your writing wont benefit anybody,
Sarah Worman.
but I will do as I often read, I will obey Noiulerton, l*n.
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Dear readers.—I will endeavor, by the
grace of God to give a few words for
Jesus.
I often have felt impressed to
write a little of my experience as I have
been sick a long time; maybe it may
encourage some dear soul.
I am always at home, and alone much of the
time.
But my dear Savior is with me.
0 how precious!
I feel as tho' I were
unable to find words to express the sentiments of my heart.
I can not help but praise God for giving me the earnest desire to do His will,
and be a true child of His. I promised
the Lord to love and serve Him as long
as I live.
0 the sweet peace and joy
that fills my heart!
I often sing,
" 0 how happy are they who their Savior obey:
And have laid up there treasures above!
Tongue can never express the sweet
comfort and peace.
Of a soul in its earliest love!"
I feel very weak and helpless of myself, but I find God's promises are safe
and sure anchors.
In this last year, 1915 I feel God has
so
wonderfully
blest
me
and
anointed
me
with
the
blessed
Holy
Ghost
that
I
cannot
help
but love and praise Him for His wonderful gifts to the children of men.
And
yet there are so many who fail to ses
the privilege in Christ Jesus, even such
who claim to be Christians.
Oh how
we as children of God should be filled
with the love of God, that those we come
in contact with us might get a glimpse
of Jesus.
0 how I can praise God for the virtue
there is in the prayers of His children
1 have experienced it what help I have
received thru the prayers offered for me.
God requires every soul to walk in all
the light of the word of God. and to
pay the price, even to the uttermost
farthing, and get the experience in there
hearts.
As I have many cheerless hours, I can
praise God, I weep for joy and sorrow,
and when I think how God loved me, and
how unworthy I was, and He helped me
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thru many hard places, I often must get
on my knees before God and say, " 0 Lord
put that perfect love in my heart; come
into my soul with the Blood of Jesus
Christ and cleanse and destroy every
thing that is foreign to the perfect will
of God.
Dear reader would you make this
blessedness your own ?
If you have not
already begun, the use of every means
of grace and the performance of every
duty that by the grace of God may bring
about the union of your whole family
in heaven do so now.
We had the experience last October of having a vacant chair in our home. The departure
of loved ones is a sorrow which shades
the earth, but opens heaven.
My pen can not describe the loneliness I feel to see them.
The experiencs
I had during last winter and this springled me to consider many things which
possibly it might not harm to explain
I think it behooves us to do as much
good as we can, for as many as we can.
and as long as we can.
And I come to
think it is not just church joiners but
those whose names are written in the
Lamb's book of Life.
There is only one
true Church and that is the Church of
the First Born.
If you are born of
God, you are a member of that Church,
through the Blood of Jesus Christ. But
having your name on the church roll
does not bring you into favor with God.
It is the Blood of Jesus Christ that saves
and enables you to live a life without
sin.
Unless we get under the Blood of
Jesus Christ our profession will amount
to nothing.
The first step is repentance. This is an old-fashioned religion,
as old as the Bible, but it is the only
one that saves your soul.
Some
people are trusting to reach heaven by
signing a card, turning over a new leaf,
but Jesus Christ's words stand.
"Ye must be born again."
I hope some dear soul will find one
good seed in this letter, that may grow
in the heart to yield fruit to Jesus.
There is a growing concern in my soul
for the salvation of precious souls. Dear
ones have you ever given it a thought
how careful we as Christians should be
not to help to burden one another and
pass unfavorable opinions of one an-
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other?
We all have to meet God some
day and face the record.
What then?
Some one will say, "She has enough to
do with her self."
It is true, my trials
and difficulties come thick and fast. The
sun surely does not always shine in our
home.
I was so wonderfully pressed
these last months, but when we nestle
right down to God and keep hold of His
hand just to keep in the center of His
will, and know just what He would have
us do.
I mean to stand my ground and
own up to the truth, by the help of;
God.
I am sure it is safe for me to say,
God knows my condition best.
0 dear ones, I feel that there are so
many that need our smiles, our encouragement, our prayers.
Let us try to
be a blessing to one another and use
more kind words and deeds, flowers instead of thorns.
This is my desire.
1 ask an interest in the prayers of
God's children for my dear husband and
me, that we may be able to lay our trials
on Him who has bought us with a price,
not of silver nor gold but with His own
precious Blood.
May the rich blessing
of God abide with God's people is my
wish and prayer.
Elizubethton'ii,

Anna Mary Eshelman.

Pit.

In reading Matt. 21 and Mark 11,
Christ's Triumphant entry into Jerusalem, we find Him going back and forth.
According to reading He did not lodge
over night in Jerusalem.
I suppose it
had its reason.
Perhaps He had no
invitation to stay, and perhaps there was
too much carousing and sin and noise as
is generally in towns and we can imagine He sought out for Himself a quiet
resting place as He found down there at
Bethany where He found an open door
and willing hearts and hands in the
home of Mary and Martha.
Such homes
are scarce, let me say.
But thank God
that there were places like out on the
mountain, or in sad Gethsemane where
the wicked could not abuse Him, and
where He had no contentions with the
mockers and scoffers and railers. These
things were rougher than the rough
stormy blasty weather we are having
this Passion Week, which reminds me
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of the rough cruel way our Lord was
treated.
We really should fast and
pray.
I am sure if we could have one
soul as a real burden on our heart as
the Lord had the whole world God could
look more on us and be pleased.
So
while He went to Jerusalem and put
the truth to them whether it was acceptable or not, on His returning He was
hungry, and saw a fig tree with leaves,
and surely thought it had fruit.
Do
you, reader, think Jesus would have
been drawn to the tree if He had not
seen the beautiful leaves? He certainly had a right to expect fruit, but He
found nothing but leaves.
So He cursed the tree, not for its leaves' sake, no,
for did you ever see a fruit tree full of
fruit and no leaves?
I did not.
Some
preachers get this scripture one sided.
Let us have both sides.
We want the
leaves and fruit.
It is like faith without works which is dead. Then we have
a right to expect fruit where there
leaves as Jesus did on the fig tree. So
let us not be ashamed of leaves for
where there are no leaves no fruit. Let
every reader look at these scriptures and
let the Holy Spirit figure out the spiritual meaning,
Pray for me.
Amanda Snyder.

Bear readers of the VISITOR:—
Greeting in Jesus' name.
I felt impressed by the Spirit to express my
praise for my Savior for redeeming a
lost sinner like me, from the depths of
sin and degradation.
I thank God, that His Spirit has been
so faithful in leading me the way He
would have me go.
As I look back over
my life, I can see a time when I didn't
love the service of God, and didn't enjoy the comuanv of His children, their
wavs were foreign to me, but I thank
God for the change He has wrought in
my heart and life, so that I now enjoy
the fellowship of the saints, and I love
His service more than all else in the
world.
The words of the poet are surely real
in my soul, when he savs; "How I came
to love these pilgrims is to me a great
surprise," but I thank the dear Lord
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for the mercy and love which He has
manifested toward me.
I am glad for the saving power of the
blood, and for the keeping' power of the
Holy Ghost, in our hearts and lives, as
we yield in humble obedience to His
precious will, each moment of our lives.
I am glad for the experience of the apostle Peter in I Peter 1 : 5 : "Kept by
the power of God, through faith, unto
salvation, ready to be revealed in the
last time."
Blessed be His name!

May 29, 1916.

I am truly glad I have enlisted in
this great army, that is marching on to
the New Jerusalem, under the bloodstained banner of the cross, with Christ
as our Captain, and equipped with the
whole armor of God, as described in Eph.
6: 13-18.
Surely no foe will be able
to defeat us, if we keep moving on the
way obeying the orders of our Captain.

The way is growing brighter and better as onward I go, and His grace is
sufficient to carry us through every test
I praise my Christ for the way He has along life's rugged way, as we walk
taken the love of the world, and its with Jesus, close by His side.
pleasures out of my heart, and has placI want to always be found humble at
ed there a love for the things of God His feet, doing His precious will, so
and precious souls.
The real desire of that I will be ready to meet Him when
my heart is to see poor lost souls com- He comes to gather His jewels home.
ing to the "Lamb of God that taketh Thank God, for the prospect ahead for
away the sin of the world," and sets the the children of God, the privilege of seecaptive free, breaks the bands and fet- ing Him face to face, and reigning with
ters of sin. and makes us free indeed. Him eternally.
Blessed be the name
I am often impressed by the testimon- of the Lord!
ies in the VISITOR, saying they felt imYours in His service,
pressed. often, or for so long a time,
Roy Grisso.
some even for several years, to write a N
( ' u i ' I I k I c , Ohio.
testimony for the VISITOR.
I am
rather inclined to wonder, sometimes, if
these dear ones have had real victory in
"So shall they fear the name of the
their souls these several years.
I am
not writing this by way of criticism, Lord from the west, and his glory from
When the enemy
but want to say, as would the apostle the rising of the sun.
Paul, "and yet shew I unto you a more shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of
the Lord shall lift up a standard against
excellent way."
How often we lose the blessings God Him." (Isa. 59: 19).
I thank God for this precious promise
wants to bestow upon us, simply by
I
not obeying the leadings of the Spirit in and the many others in His word.
the little things: and how soon the real have felt impressed for some time to
joy of the Lord leaks out of our souls give my testimony thru the VISITOR,
when we fail to follow at His call.
No and I want to obey God in whatever line
doubt the devil would tell us we can't He leads me for I know we cannot have
write as well as some one else, or, we His approval resting upon us if we do
I want
haven't anything to say.
But that is not obey Him in every thing.
only one of his tricks to rob us of our Him to have His way in my heart at all
victory.
Surely it pays to obey God times.
without waiting, without questioning,
I thank Him for ever calling me out
or doubting in anyway.
A willing o- of a life of sin and giving me a desire
bedience always brings joy and satis- to serve Him.
I thank Him for taking
faction to the soul.
the desires of this world out of me—such
I am glad I ever gave my eternal yes as picnics, balls games and all things
to the will of God, whatever it may which belong to the devil, not to God's
mean, the unknown future being also in children. I ask your prayers that I may
the Master's hands.
I know He is able do whatever God may have me do, and
to carry me through, so I have nothing also may be the means of bringing some
to fear, as I keep my way committed un- souls to Him where they can live a clean
pure and acceptable life for Him.
to Him.
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Your brother in the work of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
Simon Bohen.
Hope, Kanx.

May

15,

1016.

Dear readers:—
I will make an effort once to write
for the VISITOR as the good Lord has
impressed it on my mind so to do.
I
want to do His will.
I will tell how I
became a child of God.
When I was aged seventeen my aunt,
Jennie Hoover was going to he married
to Bro. Frank Brechbill of Indiana, and
my grand parents, B. F. Hoover's needed
help, so my sister and I went up there
and remained a long while.
As you
all know my grand parents are very
faithful to the Lord in every way. They
had worship in the morning; gave thanks
before and after every meal.
This put
deep conviction on my heart.
I knew
I was not a Christian.
I tried hard to
be peaceful in my soul but found no rest.
Nothing seemed to go right. My clothes
didn't seem to fit and didn't look right
nor neat on me.
I felt wrong all the
time.
So after aunt Jennie and Uncle Frank
were married they went to Indiana and
I staid a while longer at grandpas.
One night I had a dream but never
told it to any one while I was there, nor
at all till I became converted.
My dream was that I had died, and
that I raised up in my coffin to see
where I was.
There I was in a dark
room and Satan was standing there
looking at me.
He had horns on his
head.
Well, I started crying, and
thought, Am I lost! I looked behind me
and there was a door.
I could see as
it was light.
I saw Jesus sitting on
a chair.
He was looking at me with
eyes sad. and filled with tears.
Oh, I
wanted to go there but could not get
there.
I was a sinner, and no sinners
shall enter there.
I thought I laid
down and would have to take what
would come.
Dear ones, that never left
me: it only made the convictions deeper.
I came home from Mansfield in November.
Meetings were being held at
Highland, my home district, at that time
by Bro. Myers of Massillon, Ohio.
So
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I tended them pretty regularly.
He
certainly gave the truth in power.
Just before Christmas, on Sunday
morning they sang, the hymn "Let Jesus come into your heart."
0, I could
resist no longer, and walked to the altar;
it seemed as if I could not go fast enough.
0 how glad I am that I went.
I didn't get the witness that day, but when
the meetings commenced at Fairview I
went and got the witness at Sr. Iva
Heir's.
It was so blessed.
I'll never
forget it, never.
It was so sweet. It
took believing and trusting: But I got
it at last.
I often wonder whether
those who were there at the time remember.
0 we must trust in the Lord.
I believe we are living in the last days. It
grieves my heart to see the sights in
fashion as we do on our streets.
We
have lived down here in Clinton Co., foi
nearly four months and I have not seen
a plain Christian anywhere in that
time.
You may well know the people
look at me with wondering eyes when
we go to Wilmington to trade.
Somelaugh and make fun. but that does not
discourage me.
I know God is watching.
I pray much for them.
I only
pray that I may do good among them
all here.
The people here are of the
Quaker and Universalist faiths.
0 how
sad.
They say there is no hell, and
have been having shows in the church
basement I have heard.
My sister sends me the VISITOR after
they have read it.
I saw there how
that Bro. and Sr. Boyer are so glad
they don't need to use the chapel for
worldliness but all for the service of
God.
Once I felt so bad and had a pain in
my side, and, don't you know the Lord,
said, Believe in Me and I will heal it.
I knelt and prayed.
When I was
through the pain was gone, and is still
gone.
It never did return.
0 I am so glad I accepted Jesus. He
just taices all the load Himself when
we.believe in Him.
Several weeks ago I felt burdened,
and I continued praying but couldn't
get relief.
So one evening I asked the
(Continued on page 22.)
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MARRIAGES.
MILLER.—BEATY.—On May 7, 1916,
Bish. D. R. Eyster officiating, at the Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., there occurred the marriage of Frank Miller of
Ramona, Kan., and Belle Beaty of the
Orphanage family.
BERTRAN.—HUX.—Married, on May
3, 1916, at the home of the bride's parents, Hagersville, Ont., Bro. Howard G.
Bertran of Springvale, Ont., and Sr.
Esther M. Hux.
Eld. John A. Nigh officiating.
SOLLENBERGER. — WINGERT. — ON
May 2, 1916. Bro. Avery S, Sollenberger
and Sr. Frances H. Wingert were united
in marriage at the home of the bride's
parents, Bro. and Sr. Samuel D. Win
gert of Culbertson, Pa., Bishop Martin H.
Oberholser officiating.

OBITUARY.

MICKEY.—Bro. Samuel Mickey of the
Montgomery dist., South Franklin, Pa.,
was born July 16, 1835, died at the
GRANTHAM, PA., MAY 29, 1916.
home of his son May 2, 1916, aged 80
years, 9 months and 16 days.
The fuTRACTS.
neral service was held May 5, at the
Montgomery M. H. being conducted by
What We believe and Why We believe the home brethren.
Interment in adIt. per hundred, 20^.
joining cemetery.
An interesting Conversation, per hundred, 15c.
JOHNS.—Bro.
Benjamin
Franklin
Death Eternal, per hundred, 15^.
Johns was born, Nov. 2, 1832, died Apr.
Retribution, per hundred, 15^.
21, 1916, aged 83 years. 5 months and
Prayer, per hundred, 15^.
Funeral services were held
Scriptural Head Veiling, per hundred, 19 days.
at
the
home
of
his son near Maple Grove.
$1.25.
Interment in Monland cemetery
The worm the Never Dies, per hun- Pa.,
near Chambersburg, Pa.
Services were
dred, 15c.
conducted by Bish. Martin H. OberholPoints for Consideration, per hundred,
ser.
12f
Scripture Text Envelopes, per hundred, 20 c.
SOLLENBERGER.—Bro.
Samuel
H.
Scripture Text Mottoes, $10.00 worth Sollenberger was born, Jan. 12, 1852,
•for $6.00.
Postage extra.
died May 8, 1916, at his home near
Orders for the above tracts, papers and Chambersburg, Pa., aged 64 years, 3
Funeral services
envelopes should be addressed Geo. Det- months and 26 days.
wiler. 1216 Walnut St., Harissburg, Pa. and interment were held at the Salem
church.
Brother Sollenberger was a
"Tracts are free to mission workers.
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enjoyed blessed victory during her last
illness and died a triumphant death. She
leaves to mourn her departure an aged
husband, in his 87th year, four children,
eleven grand-children, and many other
relatives and friends. The remains were
laid to rest in Pleasant Hill cemetery
after services conducted by the home
brethren, J. N. Hoover and M. L. Dohner,
assisted by Rev. Flory of the Church of
the Brethren, Apr. 5, 1916.
Text Phil.

faithful brother in the church.
Services were conducted by the home brethren.
MILLER.—Susan
Miller,
wife
of
David Miller, died at her home in Elkhart Co., Indiana, May 8, 1916, aged 78
years, 9 months and 21 days.
She
leaves to mourn, her husband, four sons
and four daughters and a number of
grand children. She was a member of the
1 : 21.
Church of the Brethren. Her funeral was
held at Whitehead M, H., services being
conducted by Bish. D. Anglemyer of the
IIEER.—Mrs. Chris. Heer nee Georgie
Church of the Brethren, assisted by Eld. C. Dickerhoff, of Cottonwood Falls, Kan.,
John F. Stump.
Interment in adjoin- was born at Walton, Kans., Feb. 22,
ing cemetery.
1889.
She was married May 24, 1909.
and died May 10, 1916, aged 27 years.
Her husband
BACHMAN.—Sr. Barbara
Bachman, 2 months and 17 days.
and
two
children,
with
many
other relawas born in Germany, Sept. 23, 1829,
died in Clay Center, Kan.. May 12, 1916, tives and friends are left to sorrow over
She was well eduaged 86 years, 7 months and 13 days. her early departure.
In 1856 she was married to Philip Bach- cated following the teaching profession
Religiuosly
man, to which union four sons were previous to her marriage.
born.
Her husbahd having died, she she held membership in the Christian dewas later married to his brother, Daniel nomination, and led a careful and devotBachman.
To this union two sons and ed life giving herself devotedly to the
one daughter were born.
She was a proper training of her children bring
Funeral
member of the Brethren in Christ church them up in the fear of God.
for many years and lived a consistent services were held at the Brethren's M.
Christian life.
Funeral services were H. in Clay Co., Kans., May 14, 1916.
held at the Brethren's M. H. in Clay Co., conducted by Elders J. M. Sheetz and
Interment in adjoining
Kan., May 15, conducted by Elders J. E. M. Smith.
M. Sheetz and E. M. Smith.
Interment cemetery.
in adjoining cemetery.

SCHRAMM.—Sr.
Friedricka
Rachel
Schultz Schramm was born in Germany.
December 28, 1841.
She emigrated to
this country with her father, brothers
and sisters in 1863, making Englewood,
Ohio, her home.
On July 19, 1866 she
was united in marriage to George C.
Schramm.
This union was blessed with
four children, two sons and two daughters, all of whom survive her.
In May
1870 she was convei'ted and united with
the Brethren in Christ church.
In February 1873 she moved with her family
to Pleasant Hill' Ohio, where they lived
until our Father called her to rest, April
1, 1916, aged 74 years, 3 months and 4
days.
She was loved by all who knew
her as a quiet unassuming Christian woman who lived as unto the Lord.
She

ROSENBERGER.—E. L. Rosenberger
died at his home in Hiawatha, Kans.,
May 6, 1916, aged 76 years.
He was
born in Montgomery Co., Pa., and moved to Sabetha, Kans., in 1881.
He was
married to Elizabeth Detwiler a sister
of the late Dr. Isaac Detwiler, and Bish.
Joseph B. Detwiler.
Since 1890 they
had their home in Hiawatha, Kans. He
is survived by his wife and five daughters, two of whom, Mamie and Bessie
are living at home, Mrs. Geo. Haldeman
and H. E. McBride have their home in
Des Moines, la., and Mrs. B. F. Eyer in
Kansas City, Mo.
The faith of the deceased in Jesus Christ as his personal
Savior was his constant and abiding joy.
His home life was beautiful and exemplified a life devoted to meditation and
prayer.
Funeral service was held at
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the home.
Rev G. B. Meritt of t h ;
Baptist church, conducted the service
assisted by Eld. Charles, Brethren in
Christ, of near Hamlin, Kans.

TESTIMONY MEETING.

Love Feast at Grantham, Pa., begins
June 14 at 1 P. M. and continues to noon
June 15.
The School closing exercises will begin Monday evening June 12, during
Tuesday and close with the graduating
exercises on Wednesday forenoon June
14, to be followed by Love Feast as announced.
A hearty invitation is extended.
Visiting members to Conference will
find it interesting to detain themselves
in Pennsylvania to be with us during
this interesting period.
Cedar Springs, Clinton Co., June 17, 18.
Those coming by train from the east
take trolley or train from Lock Haven
to Mill Hall from where teams will convey visitors to the place of meeting.
Philadelphia Mission,
June 17, 18.
A special invitation is cordially extended to all.

Clay County,
Brown County,

(Continued from page 19.)
Lord to tell me what it was He wanted
me to do.
He said, Pray aloud before
IN MEMORIAM.
your husband.
I jumped out of bed
and prayed.
I never felt better in my
life than then, and such a relief! the
In loving memory of Martin S. Sea- burden rolled away.
The devil, of
christ: born June 25, 1848, died May course, tried hard to keep me from it,
23, 1914, aged 65 years, 10 months and but I just pushed him aside and did the
28 days.
Lord's will.
Glory to his name!
Gone but not forgotten
Let us all trust, and stay plain in
the Lord.
I am among many worldly
"Not now, but in the coming years,
people.
It is often put to me that the
It may be in the better land,
Would some one
We'll read the meaning of our tears, hair is the covering.
And there, sometime we'll under- please explain chapter 11 in I Corinthians?
I understand it all pretty well,
stand."
only the 15th., verse.
I pray God will
His wife and family. lay it on the heart of some one to explain it in the VISITOR.
I am determined to go through with
LOVE FEASTS.
Jesus.
It is the only satisfactory way
to live.
It pays to live for Him who
died for us.
How sweet, and beautiful
PENNSYLVANIA.
heaven is as described in Revelation.
Airy Hill,
May 30, 31.
How near I feel to Jesus.
Sometimes
Mechanicsburg,
June 1, 2.
I think of my little baby that has gone,
Silverdale,
June 3, 4.
that he surely has touched that wonderLykens Valley Free Grace Church, Milful Savior of ours.
I am so glad I
lersburg Sta.,
June 3, 4.
know our little one is there.
My prayFairland,
June 7, 8.
Martinsburg,
June 10, 11.
KANSAS,

June 3, 4.
June, 10, 11.
OHIO.

Valley Chapel, Canton,
Highland,
Richland and Ashland

June 3, 4.
June 10, 11.
June 10. 11.

INDIANA.

Nappanee,

June 3, 4.
MARYLAND.

Ringgold,

June 3. 4.
ONTARIO.

Nottawa,
Wainfleet,
Waterloo,
Springvale,

June 3, 4.
June 3, 4.
June 10, 11.
June 17, 18.
MICHIGAN.

Carland,
Merrill,
Mooretown,

June 3. 4.
June 10, 11.
June 17. 18.
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Brethren and sisters, it may be only
a small corner that I have to fill but I
desire to be at my post of duty.
The
thought sometimes comes of a certain
one who said that there are some stones
in a building which are hid away beMrs. Alice (Hoover) Maggert. neath the earth yet they are of use. So
W i l m i n g t o n , O h i o , It. I). <>.
I am encouraged to-night to press the
battle harder for Jesus.
I do not know
what is before me but I have this con"Bless the Lord. 0 my soul: and all fidence in my God that what He is able
that is within me. bless his holy name" to save He is also able to keep.
There is only a small band of wor(Psalm 103: 1).
By the help of God I will endeavor to shippers at this place, and Satan tries
write for the VISITOR. I know that my hard to acomplish his ends; nevertheRedeemer liveth, and I want to praise less we are looking to God who is stronger than the enemy.
And I would esthe Lord for His goodness to me.
pecially ask the brethren and sisters
When temptation comes the Lord is
that you continue to pray for the work
willing to help us.
John 3: 16 was reat this place that God's cause may not
vealed to me in a time of tests.
be hindered, but that He may have His
way with us.
A sister in the Lord,
Maw God's blessing rest upon you all
Elizabeth Brubaker.
er is fhat I may prove faithful to my
Lord, for I surely want to live for Him.
The Bible is such a comfort: what would
we do without it ?
I ask you to all pray for us.

i.nwn,

1'u.

Bear readers of the VISITOR:—
This evening I will try by God's help
to write to the brethren and sisters
through these columns.
I can say this
evening "the Lord has done great things
for us whereof we are glad" (Psa 126:
3).
Today our hearts were made to rejoice when seven precious souls were received in the church.
Six were baptized in the rolling stream and one was
received by the right hand of fellowship.
How we feel to praise God that there
are still those who are willing to take
the way with the Lord.
May God help
us to be real examples for them.
Tonight I am glad that I have started
in the service of the Lord.
I find real
pleasure in obeying God.
And if there
are yet heights and depths that I have
not attained to I mean to press on and
reach that which God has in store for
me.
I had not wandered out in sin so
far, yet, I had to make my return. There
was condemnation, and as I obeyed I received the blessing after that I gave myself to Him.
So my determination tonight is to obey God in the all things.
A hymn says, " I know that Jesus needs
me, So I'll begin today, To work within
His vineyard and do whate'er I may."

May

at,

Your unworthy sister,
Ella M. Lauver.

l»l«t.

TRUST.
Dear Father, let us ever trust
Thy love to guide our souls aright,
Then need we have no cause to fear
If we but follow in Thy light.
Thou wilt protect us all the way,
And Thy sweet consolation lend,
And when we place our trust in Thee.
We shall find blessings without end.
—Sel. by Sara Gracie.
"He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth unto the Lord and that which he
hath given will he pay him again."
"He that winneth souls is wise."
"Whoso mocketh the poor reproacheth
his maker and he that is glad at calamities shall not be unpunished."
"He that giveth unto the poor shall
not lack, but he that hideth his eyes
shall have many a curse."
—Sel. by Sara Gracie.
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A FEW THO'TS CULLED FOE TEE BENEFIT OF THOSE WHO BELIEVE HE IS
PRECIOUS. I PET. 2. 7.
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gives back to us His merit, His love,
joy, peace.
I can bring my righteousness
which is but filthy rags
and He gives His robe of righteousness.
Can there be anything more precious?
(The paper here Klven showlns; forth
He is precious because of what He has
the precionsneNH « f Jesns was pri'imrcd
I'y Sr. Sadie Hoffman and read at the
done for us.
We could mention some
Kaunas.
Sunday
School
Conference
in our country, and those who have gone
EDITOR,)
to the foreign fields and have shown a
A princess who found that her costly
spirit of sacrifice, who have tried to
pearls were growing lifeless in color, as
help others and forgotten themselves.
sometimes they will, took them to an
Jesus did not expend His strength
expert, who told her that the only remeto bring about the plan of salvation
dy was to place them in the water from
But He died to do it. He gave Himwhich they were taken and let them
self.
Hence we have redemption not
steep there for a time.
She secured a
thro' silver and gold, but thro' the prediver who put the pearls down in their
cious blood of Christ.
So He is preoriginal water, and they came out with
cious to us because of what He has done
their former brilliancy and beauty.
in settling the sin problem.
It is well to take all the pearls of
He is precious because of what He has
truth that the Bible gives and frequent"Christ in you the hope of
ly steep them in the preciousness of Je- done in us.
glory."
I
call
to mind the testimonv
sus, and they will come up all the more
precious.
Every truth unfolded in the of one who frequently assembles with us
Word can be connected somehow with in worship. It goes something like this.
"I was once one of those who was down
the preciousness of Christ.
in
the gutter, but the Lord Jesus met
"Unto you therefore."—Where we find
a therefore there is alway a wherefore. me and picked me up and washed me
Consequently, there is a reason for that and gave me a new heart and now I can
preciousness, and if you will examine praise Him." He will do in us a work
the preceding verses you will find it. that will last, standing the test of tempIt is a work wrought
Christ is not precious to Christians in tation and sin.
within—not
an
outward
work.
The
any vague empty manner.
He appeals
to our reason as well as our hearts. W e Lord Jesus deals with us in the sacred
precincts of the soul.
The work of
will look first at the reason.
Why is the Lord Jesus precious? He God Himself.
In Paris there is a very curious sort of
is precious in Himself.
Precious beshop,
a sign in front saying. "A shop
cause He was as a Lamb without blemish
and without spot.
He stands out be- for making saints," and when you go in
fore us today as the one and only one you find a lot of saints that have been
ideal man of all the millions of the "made," some of wood, some of wax.
some of marble.
And the man at the
earth.
Perfect man and perfect God.
We cannot understand the union of head is ready to make you a saint or
The Lord does
His Deity and His humanity, but, thank make a saint for you.
He does not
God, we can believe.
In the Lord Jesus not make saints that way.
A mail
we have what exists nowhere since ths turn them out by machinery.
fall of Adam, an absolutely holy, im- becomes a saint by being linked with
maculate character: and the very fact God. and the moment you accept Christ
that it stands out above all others on as your Savior, before God you are a
Is He not unspeakably precious ?
earth, makes Him precious. And I trust saint.
we as Sunday School workers may be asShall I say He is precious because of
sured of this truth without doubt.
what He has promised to do for us and
Another precious fact is His power to in us and thro' us?
cleanse and to become our wisdom,
"He ever liveth to make intercession."
righteousness. % sanctification, and re"Lo I am with you alway."
" I will
demption.
Have you ever thought all never leave thee nor for sake thee."
we have to give Him is our sin, and He Thro' time into eternity.
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What has He promised to do in us.
"He which hath begun a good work in
you will perform it until the day of
Jesus Christ."
God desires to perfect
His work in us and He is not satisfied
until He sees the reproduction of the
character of Jesus in us.
Now we come
to the tho't that should occupy our
minds as Sunday School workers, as we
leave this Conference.
What He desires to do thro' us.
He is precious because of what He has done and for what
He has promised to do for us and in us
and now let us note the things He would
do thro' us.
He has promised to go before us to be our help: He gives just
what we need.
On a vessel coming from San Francisco
to New York, was the cry of fire, and
the life boats could only accomodate half
the passengers the rest of them went
down with the wreck.
Those who got
into the life boat said, on the deck of
that vessel there was scattered two millions of gold.
But in the midst of that
sinking vessel gold was trash.
The
thing they needed was a life boat.
All around us are men and women,
boys and girls, moving with us in the
circle of life—without a Savior, without
the knowledge of the preciousness of
which we have been speaking.
They
are sinking as surely as was the vessel.
Are we offering to them the trashy gold
or shall we bring to them the life-boat.
Jesus Christ, who has said "Him that
cometh unto me I will in no wise cast
out?" And shall we be satisfied to have
them accept Him as Savior?
That is
good, but when He left His disciples He
promised to send another Comforter who
shall guide into all truth.
"He satisfieth the longing soul and filleth the
hungry soul with goodness."
He is the
bread for the soul.—"I am the bread
of life."
"This is life eternal that they might
know God and Jesus Christ whom He
hath sent."

All the m o n e y given f o r religious
purposes b y the people o f the United
States during- the last fifty years
would not pay the nation's drink bill
f o r six months.
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SELECTED.
MEASURING DAY.
I dreamed I was on m y w a y to
school, when suddenly I noticed a
great crowd upon the green.
People were hurrying to and f r o , and
when I asked what all this c o m m o tion was about, a girl said: W h y ,
don't you k n o w ?
It's measuring
Day, and the Lord's angel has come
to see how much our souls have
grown since last Measuring D a y . "
"Measuring D a y ! " said I, " m e a s u r ing souls!
I never heard of such
a t h i n g , " and I began to ask questions, but the girl hurried on, and
a f t e r a little I let myself be pressed
along with the crowd to the green.
There in the center, on a kind of
throne under the green elm, was the
most glorious and beautiful being I
ever saw.
He had white w i n g s ;
his clothes were shining white, and
he had the kindest yet the most serious face I ever beheld.
B y his
side was a tall golden rod, fastened
upright in the ground, with curious
marks at regular intervals f r o m the
top to the bottom.
Over it, in a
golden scroll, were the words, " T h e
measure of a perfect m a n . "
The
angel held in his hand a large book,
in which he wrote the measurements
as the people came up at the calling
o f their names in regular turns. The
instant each one touched the golden
measure a most wonderful
thing
happened, no one could escape the
terrible accuracy of that strange
rod,, each one shrank or increased to
his true dimensions—his spiritual
dimensions, as I soon learned, f o r it
was an index of the soul growth
which was shown in this mysterious
way.
The first f e w w h o were mea-
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sured after I came I did not know;
but soon the name of Elizabeth Darrow was called.
She is the president of the Destitute Society, you
know, and she manages ever so
many other societies, too, and I
thought "Surely E. Darrow's measure will be very high."
But she
stood by the rod, and the instant
she touched it she began to grow
shorter and shorter, and the angel's
face grew very serious as he said:
"This would be a soul of high stature if only the zeal f o r outside
works which can be seen of men had
not checked the lowly, secret graces
of humility and trust and patience
under little daily trials.
These, too,
are needed f o r perfect soul growth.
I pitied E. Darrow as she moved away with such a sad and surprised
face to make room f o r the next. It
was poor, thin, little Betsy Lines,
the seamstress. I never was more astonished in m y life than when she
took her stand by the rod, and immediately increased in height till her
mark was higher than any I had
seen before, and her face shone so I
thought it must have caught its
light f r o m the angel, who smiled so
gloriously that I envied Betsy, whom
before I had rather looked down upon.
And as the angel wrote in the
book he said "Blessed are the poor
in spirit, f o r there's is the kingdom
of heaven."
The next was Lillian Edgar, who
dresses so beautifully that I have
often wished I had such clothes and
so much money.
The angel looked
sadly at her measure, f o r it was very
low-so low that Lillian turned pale
as death and her beautiful clothes
no one noticed at all, f o r they were
quite over shadowed b y the glittering robes beside her. And the angel
said in a solemn tone: " 0 child, why
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take thought f o r raiment?
Let
your adornment be not that outward
adorning of putting on of apparel,
but let it be the ornament of a meek
and quiet spirit, which is, in the
sight of God, of great price.
Thus
only canst thou grow like the Master."
Old Jerry, the cobbler, came next
poor, old, clumsy, Jerry.
But as he
hobbled up the steps the angel's face
fairly blazed with light, and he smiled on him, and led him to the r o d ;
and behold, Jerry's measure was
higher than any of the others. The
angel's voice rang out so loud and
clear that we all heard it, saying:
" H e that humbleth himself shall be
exalted."
And then, Oh, my name came
next.
And I trembled so I could
hardly reach the angel.
But he put
his arm around me and helped me to
stand by the rod.
As soon as I
touched it I felt myself
growing
shorter and shorter, and though I
stretched and stretched and strained
every nerve to be as tall as possible,
I could only reach Lillian's m a r k —
Lillian's the lowest of all.
And I
have been a member of the church
f o r two years!
I grew crimson f o r
shame, and whispered to the angel:
"Oh, give me another chance before
you mark me in the book as low as
this.
Tell me how to grow. I will
do it all so gladly, only do not put
this mark d o w n ! "
The angel shook his head sadly,
"The record must go down as it is,
child. May it be higher when I next
come.
This rule will help thee:
"Whatsoever thou doest, do it heartily as to the Lord, in singleness of
heart as unto Christ.''
And with
that I burst into tears, and suddenly awakened, to find m y self crying.
But, oh, I shall never forget that
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dream!
I was so ashamed o f m y you can, f o r I've g o t to g o to town
mark.—Selected from the Christian this m o r n i n g . "
Witness by Frances W . Rosen berry.
" Y o u g o to town this m o r n i n g ! "
Flourtown, Pa.
she exclaimed: " w h y , are you going
out of your h e a d ?
Y o u can't g o to
town.
Y o u haven't g o t any way o f
FATHER BROWN'S VISION.
going, and I know you can't walk."
H e was a blacksmith, and a most
wretchedly wicked man.
He knew
e v e r y t h i n g that was blatant and
blasphemous in infidelity.
He hated e v e r y t h i n g that was good and loved e v e r y t h i n g that was bad.
He
studied to make himself an irritation to all w h o believed God, not
even sparing his wife, w h o did the
l>est she could in the patience and
K i n g d o m o f Jesus.
T h i s man was given up as altog e t h e r beyond moral recovery, and
so indeed he seemed.
P r a y e r was
made as though he had no existence;
c h u r c h e s were opened and shut, but
never with reference to h i m ; the
Gospel was preached and m e r c y offered, but no one connected him with
God's message to the world.
A f e w miles in the country f r o m
the blacksmith's town there lived an
old couple,
Father
and
Mother
B r o w n . T h e y were close to ninety
years o f age.
Theirs had been lives
o f conscious acceptance with God,
and of patient, unremitting devotedness t o H i m ; and they were waiting
without sorrow and without fear, f o r
the promised home-going.
V e r y early one m o r n i n g the old
man awoke, terribly agitated, and
began to call his w i f e : " G e t up, w i f e ;
get u p ! "
" W h y , old m a n , " she said, " w h a t
is the m a t t e r ? "
He answered: " I can't tell you now
w h a t ' s the matter, f o r I must start
a fire in the kitchen.
I want you
to get breakfast ready as soon as

" D o n ' t tell me what I can't d o , "
the old man persisted; " I tell you
I've g o t to g o to town.
I had a
dream last n i g h t ; and, well—-I'll g o
and make the fire, and then tell you
about it."
His w i f e followed him, the breakf a s t was prepared, and when the
meal was over the old man started
f o r town.
It was a long and weary
way f o r an old man to walk, but
some strange strength was supplied
him, and without stopping to rest he
kept on.
The village was reached. Through
the main street he trudged, then into the narrow cross street, and made
to the shop of "Devil J o h n , " the
blacksmith.
•
" F a t h e r B r o w n ! " he exclaimed in
great amazement; " w h a t are you doing here, and so early in the morning?"
The old man answered:
"That's
j u s t what I've come to tell you. Let's
go inside where I can sit down, for
I'm tired."
Together they went into the shop,
and when seated, the old man said:
"John, I had a dream last night
and I have come to tell you about
it.
I di-eamed that the hour I have
thought about so much and tried to
keep ready f o r so long was come. It
was m y time to die.
A n d it was
j u s t like I thought it was going to
be, f o r it was j u s t like the Lord promised is should be.
I wasn't the
least bit afraid.
H o w could I b e ?
M y room was full o f angels, and
they all spoke to me, and I loved
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them and knew they all loved me.
Then some of t h e m stooped and slipped their arms under m e and away
w e went.
Beyond the hills and beyond the clouds w e mounted through
the starry skies.
Oh, h o w they
sang!
I never heard anything like
it in all m y life.
On we swept, and
on, till one o f them said, ' L o o k yonder, n o w ; there's H e a v e n ! '
" O h , John, I can't tell you h o w I
f e l t when I w a s in sight o f H e a v e n ;
nor cgn I tell you w h a t I saw when
I looked.
I don't believe anyone
could tell it.
It was so peaceful, so
beautiful, so pure, and so glorious!
A s we d r e w nearer I saw the gates
swinging open, and with even faster
w i n g than we had come we swept
t h r o u g h them into the city. Such a
welcome!
W e l c o m e f r o m everyb o d y ; all so g l a d ; every hill seemed
robed with gladness; it was in the
f r a g r a n c e of the flowers, in the
music of every harp, in the song of
e v e r y tongue, in the grasp of every
h a n d ; gladness everywhere, because
I had come.
W h y , they made over
me like I was somebody, when I was
only a poor sinner saved b y Jesus'
blood. I f o u n d all m y children there
— n o t one of them l o s t ; m y boy, that
you used to be with and play with
so m u c h when you went to school
together, was t h e r e ; and y o u r old
mother, w h o was in m y classes when
I went to school.
" A n d a f t e r a time, I don't know
h o w long it was, I saw the same
angels w h o b r o u g h t me bringing
another, and it was m y dear, sweet
wife.
I loved her more than ever
when they b r o u g h t her to me there
She was f a i r e r than the day we married.
W e sat under the trees of
life all together, and walked b y the
river that flows f r o m the throne of
God.
So h a p p y !
A n d I saw the
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angels bringing in others, others
that I love and you love; and so the
years of eternity rolled.
" T h e n John, all at once, it came to
me that I hadn't seen you a n y w h e r e ;
I set out to look f o r you.
I went
into every street, looked everywhere,
asked everybody, but I could g e t no
trace of y o u — I was distressed more
than you can k n o w ; and I went t o
the Lord, m y precious Savior, and
asked Him where you were.
And,
Oh John, that y o u could have seen
h o w sorry He was when He told me
that you hadn't come.
" 'Not come,' I said, ' w h y didn't
John c o m e ? '
A n d He wept as I
supposed He often did when He w a s
down here, and told me, 'Nobody
ever asked John to c o m e ! '
Oh, I
fell at His feet, I bathed them with
m y tears, I laid m y cheeks upon
them and I cried, 'Blessed Lord, just
let me out of here half an hour, and
I'll g o and ask him to c o m e ; I'll give
him the invitation!'
" A n d right then and there I woke
up.
It was beginning to get light
in the east and I was glad I was alive, so I could come and ask you
to g o to Heaven, and now here I
am, and I have told you m y dream,
and I want you to g o . "
W i t h other words the old man
urged the royal invitation, but the
blacksmith stood as one petrified. H e
could not speak nor move.
Father
Brown g o t up, and saying, " G o o d
bye, J o h n ; remember you've g o t the
invitation you are asked to come,"
took his staff and started home.
The blacksmith seemed to come
to himself, and as one recovering
f r o m a magician's charm he set out
to pursue the labors of the day. But
everything went w r o n g — t h e bellows
would not work right, the hammers
would not strike right, the nails
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would not g o in right, the horse
would not stand right.
" O h , God,
be m e r c i f u l to me a s i n n e r ! " he began t o sob at last, and leaving the
shop went home.
H e told his w i f e of Father B r o w n ' s
visit.
"Blessed be G o d ! " she said;
" w e will send the horse and b u g g y
and have him come b a c k . "
"Yes,
he added, " f o r I mean to accept the
invitation, and want him to pray
God t o keep me true and steadfast to
the end."—-Selected f r o m " R e v i v a l s
of Religion."
A TRAIN DELAYED BY PRAYER.
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conductor cried, " A l l aboard."
The
poor woman hurried back to her d e f o r m e d and sick child, and away
went the train, climbing the g r a d e .
"Somehow,"
says the
(engineer,
" e v e r y t h i n g worked to a charm. A s
I prayed, 1 couldn't help letting m y
engine out just a little.
W,e> hardly
stopped at the first station,, people
got on and off with wonderful alacrity, the conductor's lantern was in
the air in half a minute, and then
away ag'ain.
Once over the summit
it was dreadful easy to give. her a
little more, and then a little more,
as I prayed, till she seemed to shoot
through the air like an arrow.
Somehow I couldn't hold her, k n o w ing I had the road, and so we dashed
up to the junction six minutes ahead of time.
There stood the
train, and the conductor with his
lantern on his arm, " W e l l , " said he,
"will you tell me what I am waiting
for?
Somehow I felt I must wait
your coming to-night, but I don't
know w h y . "
" I guess," said the
brother conductor, " i t is f o r this w o man, with the sick and deformed
child, dreadfully anxious to get h o m e
this Saturday n i g h t . "
But the man
on the engine and the grateful m o t h er think they can tell w h y the train
waited.
God held it to answer their
prayers."

A n engineer b r o u g h t his train to
a stand at a Massachusetts village,
w h e r e the passengers have five minutes f o r lunch.
A lady came along
the p l a t f o r m and said: " T h e conduct o r tells me the train at the junction
in P — — - — — leaves fifteen minutes
b e f o r e our arrival.
It is Saturday
night, that is the last train.
I have
a v e r y sick child in the car, and no
m o n e y f o r a hotel, and none f o r a
private
conveyance f o r the long,
long j o u r n e y into the country. W h a t
shall 1 d o ? "
" W e l l , " said the engineer, " I wish I could tell y o u . "
" W o u l d it be possible f o r you to
h u r r y a l i t t l e ? " said the anxious,
tearful mother.
" N o , madam, I
Think o f this wonderful improbahave the timetable, and the rules say bility according to natural circumI must x-un b y i t . "
stances.
These trains never conShe turned sorrowfully away, leav- nected with each other, nor were inThere was no message
ing the bronze f a c e o f the engineer tended to.
There was not
wet with tears.
Presently she re- sent ahead to stop.
turned and said, " A r e you a Chris- the slighest business reason f o r
t i a n ? " " I trust I a m , " was the re- waiting, yet the second conductor,
ply.
" W i l l you p r a y with m e that on the arrival o f the first, asks this
the L o r d m a y , in some w a y , delay question, " W h a t am I waiting f o r ? "
the train at the j u n c t i o n ? "
" W h y , and the answer of the first is m o r e
yes, I will pray with you, but I have singular. " I don't k n o w . "
not m u c h f a i t h . "
Just then, the
—The W o n d e r s of Prayer,
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lead us back into the world again, he
is always ready to lead us astray.
But God says, "Follow thou me."
It seems to me too many of our
This plain attire is not a burden
members do not see any harm in folto us, we wear it with joy.
Too
lowing the fashions of the world.
many are ashamed to wear it beSome will say, "Oh, I want to look
cause they are afraid they will be
like other people."
In Rom. 12:2,
laughed at.
Some say, " I love Jeit says plainly, " B e not conformed
sus just the same and He knows I
t o . this world."
Then there are
am not proud."
But listen!
God
others who say, "Other church memcan see into the heart and He can see
bers do the same." But in Jno. 21:
all that is in the heart. There sure22 it says, " W h a t is that to thee, folly is pride in the heart if the indilow thou me."
Then there are still
vidual is not willing to dress in Gos-others who say, "Well, I don't bepel order.
What should we care
lieve it is sinful to dress as one pleasf o r man ?
It is God we are working
es." II Tim. 2 : 13 tells us, " I f we
f o r and not man.
In I Tim. 2 : 9
believe not, yet he abideth faithful,
it says that women should " A d o r n
he cannot deny himself."
themselves in modest apparel, with
To me it seems a great sin to fol- shamefacedness
and sobriety, not
low fashions.
II Cor. 6 : 17 says, with broided hair, or gold, or pearls,
" C o m e out f r o m among them, and be or costly array."
Isn't this plain
ye separate."
I think it is very ne- enough that we can obey it?
Our
cessary that we should be dressed in influence is not going out f o r good
a way that we are known f r o m the as long as we do not obey God's
world.
People should see f r o m our word.
Let us be obedient to God's
appearance that we are following word and let our lights shine.
Resomething that is above
worldly member we are either serving God
things.
The policeman wears his or Satan, we cannot be in between.
uniform, the soldier wears his, the Let us be more earnest to God and
salvation army man wears his.
W e Him only.
all know what that stands f o r and
The man or woman who has been
why they wear it.
fully taught in the word of God
Now, is'nt it necessary f o r us to touching the matter of plain dresswear a uniform that others who see ing will never be heard complaining
us may know what it stands for, and because the church tries to carry out
that we are serving God.
I notice the Gospel principle of plain dresssome of our members are laying off ing.
Do we want to see our sissome of the best part of their plain ters wear hobble skirts, short sleeves,
attire.
W h y is t h i s ?
If it was transparent dresses, etc., and do we
right to wear it once why isn't it want to see our brothers become
n o w ? It seems to me Satan is whis- mere dudes in society?
No, this is
pering in their ears and telling them not consistent, and it is not the
that they can get along just as well teaching of His word.
Let us do
without it, and it isn't necessary to everything, great or small, with the
wear it.
But we must turn a deaf single view of pleasing God.
Let us
ear to Satan and not let him come who have departed f r o m this siminto our hearts, f o r he would soon plicity return to it again, not only
SEPARATION FROM THE WORLD.
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in wearing aparel, but in every department o f our Christian living. Let
us present our bodies, our lives, our
all as an acceptable sacrifice to God,
which is our reasonable service.
—Selected from the Gospel Herald,
by D. Byer Sr. Kindersley, Sask.

er day.
Each day in addition to the
old ones brings new responsibilities
and duties and the Christian's desire is to know God's will f o r t h a t
day.
He wants his plans to be
God's plans.
He wants to work in
line with God's methods in establishing His kingdom.
He needs then to
spend some time at the beginning
BENEFITS FROM KEEPING THE
of each day alone with God, to study,
MORNING WATCH.
to meditate, to worship, and to p r a y
to fit himself to best do that day's
N o m a t t e r h o w good a watch you work.
m a y have, h o w costly the material
A part o f this daily period should
f r o m which it is made, or h o w de- be spent in Bible study.
Somelicate its mechanism or beautiful its times a verse, sometimes several,
appearance, it will be of no use to and at other times a chapter will reits owner unless it runs and keeps veal to us j u s t the truth we need to
correct time.
A watch to give the live the day best.
W i t h this truth
best service should be kept running uppermost the mind reviews the ocall the time.
Even a p e r f e c t watch currences of the past days and looks
must be wound each day to keep it f o r w a r d to those of the coming one
running.
If it is allowed to stand, with a new determination to live a
dust soon collects in its parts, the m o r e useful life.
W e are enabled,
wheels clog and the longer it is left to see things as God sees them. W e
in this condition the less apt is it can thus note the relative importto b e c o m e useful again even b y wind- ance of the things that will take our
ing unless it is first thoroughly re- attention during the day, and can
cleaned.
discern those that are fundamental
and
those not so.
In much a similiar manner the
Christian needs a daily winding, a
constant
recharging b y the Holy
Spirit to make him a real useful
Chi'istian.
F o r this purpose he engages in daily worship and Bible
study.
F o r the m a j o r i t y o f people
this daily period with God accomplishes m o s t if done in the morning,
From this act we get the expression, " M o r n i n g W a t c h . "
It is hard to conceive of a Christian awaking f r o m a night's slumber
and have within him the thrill that
the beginning o f every new day
brings who does not also have within
him feelings of gratitude and praise
to God f o r life, f o r protection during
the night, and f o r the g i f t of anoth-

The most important part o f this
morning worship, however, is the direct talk with God.
Here we take
the attitude of a child to a kind f a t h er.
W e can thank Him f o r the
g i f t of a day that is as yet pure and
clean, and that still has b e f o r e us the
opportunities f o r true living.
We
then can ask Him to help us live it
so truly and nobly so that when w e
come to it's close and look back over
it, or a f t e r we have folded it and
put it away with the rest we may in
years to come look back to it as one
well spent.
A Christian's desire
will be f o r wisdom in making decisions in all the opportunities f o r
choosing that will come up during
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t h e day, f o r a keen sense o f right
MASSACRE OE CHRISTIANS IN
and wrong, f o r the ability to do what
TURKEY,
is best and miss what is not so good,
f o r boldness and courage to live conAtrocities
now
committed
in
sistently b e f o r e all men, f o r open
Turkey surpass anything ever seen
eyes and open ears, and f o r a Chriseven in the palmiest day of Abdul,
tianity that will do good in all cirthe arch assassin.
T h e y include
cumstances that m a y arise.
torture of the most revolting types,
C h r i s t ' s memorable prayer as remurder by wholesale and a method
c o r d e d in Matt. 6 : 9-13 m i g h t well
of deportation that separates familbe a model f o r us in our prayers.
ies and sends large numbers of the
T h e dominant note in it was " O t h victims to invisible death.
ers."
So what a Christian asks
In one prosperous city twelve of
f r o m God he desires so that he may
the leading Armenian men were
serve others better.
A s his life so
taken out upon the road under prehis prayers should be, ever rememtense of deportation, and in a f e w
b e r i n g people and needs about him.
hours the guards returned alone. A
A n y Christian w h o gets into this
f e w clays later 300 more men followhabit o f spending ten, fifteen, thirty,
ed the same path to death.
This
o r even sixty minutes with God each
method is being duplicated everym o r n i n g b e f o r e taking up the day's
where in the interior of Turkey.
w o r k will have a richer and sweeter
Children born upon the road are
Christian experience f o r so doing.
strangled by the mothers, w h o are
In m a n y homes the whole family obforbidden to lag behind the caravan
s e r v e this m o r n i n g worship togethof death.
Those too ill are left ae r , but at times when that is imposlone by the roadside to die.
One
sible o r where one is away f r o m
German woman followed a caravan
those influences no one w h o has expicked up fifteen children in one day
perienced the benefits to be derived
thus left by their parents, who could
f r o m these m o r n i n g watches will
not carry them. This method of exmiss one.
T h e farmer, the mertermination, aimed at elimination o f
chant, the teacher, or the day laborthe Christian races in Turkey, is
er will accomplish m o r e and do it
going on f r o m Smyrna to Persia and
better, and have a greater appreciaf r o m the Black Sea to the Meditertion o f life b y taking off f r o m other
ranean.—Word and W o r k .
duties this time to spend it with
God.
So while the morning watch
c a n n o t take the place of the evening
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
prayer nor of the m a n y short sentence prayers that we all feel the
W e sent out blanks to all the adn e e d o f during the day, it should
h a v e an important place in the life dresses we have t w o weeks ago.
o f every Christian man and woman. All who have it in hand should send
in the orders at once.
Kindly do
— G o s p e l Herald.
so n o w . — E d i t o r .
Clarence Center.
June 17, 18.
Baptism services,
June 16.
Be of good c o m f o r t , rise; He callAll are invited to attend both services, eth thee.-—Jesus.

E T E R N I T Y . to answer; listen, it speaks to thee
today.
Drown not its voice lest it
speak to thee no more.
Let the
Reader: Thy time on earth is
Heaven and the Hell of the future
short.
The closing year, each setstand before thee in all their reality;
ting sun, each tick of the clock, is
one of these must be thine Eternal
shortening thy days on earth, and
dwelling place, and today is the time
swiftly, silently, but surely carrying
to make thy choice.
To-morrow
thee on—on to Eternity and to God.
may be too late—one day behind
The year, the day, the hour, the motime.
Which art thou living f o r ?
ment will arrive that will close thy
Which are thou travelling t o ?
life on earth, and begin thy song in
To go f r o m the haunts of sin, deHeaven, or thy wail in Hell.
No
bauchery
and vice to the presence of
future hour shall come to bring thee
God
and
the
Lamb—impossible;
back to earth again, thou art there
f
r
o
m
the
crowd
of
the condemned,
forever f o r Eternity.
and the race f o r gold and gain, to the
Today thy f e e t stand on Time's
song of the redeemed, and the crown
sinking sand; To-morrow the f o o t of glory.
No, never! Except a man
prints remain, but thou art gone—
be born again he cannot see the kingwhere?
Into Eternity.
dom of God.
Reader, hast thou
Today thy hands are busy at work,
been born again?
If so, well; but
thine eyes are beholding, thy mind is
if not, the horrors of an Eternal Hell
thinking, thou art planing f o r the f u are awaiting thee and today thou art
ture.
To-morrow all is still; the
nearer its unquenchable flame than
folded arm, the closed eye remain,
thou hast ever been before.
but thou art gone—gone to Eternity.
Halt! W h y will you meet God with
Others were once busy as thou a r t ;
an
unsaved soul?
He wills it not.
they are gone—gone to Eternity.
Today
He
pleads.
Turn ye, why
The merry voice, the painted clown,
will
ye
die?
the talented artist, whose presence
TIME,

DEATH

AND

made the theatre and the pantomime
an attraction f o r thee, are g o n e ;
they are removed f a r f r o m the region of fiction to that reality—the
reality of Eternity.
The shrewd
merchant whose voice was so familiar to thee on the crowded Exchange
is hushed, he buys and sells no more
—--he has entered Eternity.
And, reader, thine own turn to
enter Eternity will shortly come.
Ask thyself, " A m I prepared f o r E ternity."
Give thy conscience time

"Time's sun is fast setting, its twilight
is nigh,
Its evening is falling in clouds o'er the
sky,
Its shadows are stretching in ominous
gloom.
Then haste, sinner haste, there's mercy
for thee
And wrath is preparing—flee lingerer,
flee!"
This tract can be had of S. R. Smith,
Grantham, Pa., at 15$ per 100; $1.00
per 1,000.
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